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Abstract

The surface electric strength of cylindrical shaped processed pressboard immersed in

mineral oil under the application of dc voltage superimposed on standard lightning and

switching impulse voltages has been determined experimentally at room temperature. The

surface electric strength of the pressboard-oil insulation has also been investigated with the

pressboard samples impregnated in aged mineral oil in order to determine the influence of

aging of transformer oil on the surface electric strength of this insulation system. For the

unaged oil study three gaps in the range 5 - 10 mm and two dc levels were employed while

for the aged oil study, the same gap lengths were used but only one dc level was employed.

In the investigation to determine the electric surface strength of pressboard-oil insulation

under dc voltage superimposed on lightning impulse voltages, positive dc and negarive

lightning impulse voltages were used. For the dc voltage plus switching impulse voltage

study, negative dc and positive switching impulses were employed.

It has been found that the surface electric strength of the pressboard-oil insulation is

lower when the stresses are positive dc plus negative iightning impulse voltages or negative

dc plus positive switching impulses compared to that obtained under the application of pure

lightning or switching impulses, respectively. It has also been found that with an increase

in the dc component of the composite stress of dc plus impulse voltages, the surface

breakdown voltage is increased. The change of dc component of the composite stress, in

other words, has little effect on the impulse component needed to cause surface breakdown



of the insulation system except for a gap length of 10 mm under dc plus lightning impulse

voltages.

As far as aged mineral oil is concerned, the surface strength of the pressboard-oil (aged)

insuiation is lower than that when unaged oil is used.
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Chapter L

Introduction

1.1 Pressboard and Oil Impregnated Pressboard Insulation

Pressboard, which is d¡ied resin impregnated compressed paper, is one of the main

constituents of solid insulation in large power transformers and electric machines due to its

excellent electrical, mechanical and thermal properties. Since these apparati represent

extremely important components of an electric power system, their successful design from

the point of view of satisfactory life expectancy presupposes a thorough knowledge of how

processed pressboard behaves under various types of electric stresses which might appear

in a power system.

Oil impregnated paper has been the traditional insulating material used in transformers,

bushings and other high voltage power apparati. Processed oil impregnated paper

insulation is economical and easy to apply. It is able to withstand a high operating stress,

exhibit low dielectric loss and show a reasonably slow rate of deterioration in service. This

kind of composite system is also used to minimize insulation distance while ensuring

adequate cooling capacity. Since the composite system of pressboard and oil forms the

main insulation of power transformers which represent an important part of an electric

power system, it is essential to know the behavior of this insulation under various types of
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electric stresses which might appear in the system in order to ensure satisfactory operation

of the power system. Considerable work has been carried out to gain a thorough

knowledge of the behavior of pressboard-oil insulation under various types of stresses that

may appear in a power system.

In [i-7], the puncture dielectric strength of pressboard-oil insulation under the

application of ac, dc, lightning, switching and steep front impulse voltages, combined ac

and dc voltages and ac voltage superimposed on lightning impulse voltages was

experimentally studied with the electric field perpendicular to the solid-liquid interface.

Also, the surface electric strength of pressboard-oil insulation under dc and ac voltages has

also been experimentally determined by some researchers with the interface parallel to the

electric field [8-11, 16, 19]. Similarly, the impulse voltage surface strength of a solid-liquid

interface parallel to the electric field has been investigated by a number of resea¡chers by

using various models and electrode configurations ll2-221. Also, data on the surface

electric strength of mineral oil impregnated pressboard insulation under the application of

dc voltage with ripple are available 1231.

1,.2 The Importance and Scope of the Present Investigation

The insulation of converter transformers and reactors in HVDC systems is simila¡ to that

employed in power transformers in ac systems. However, the stresses experienced in the

former case are quite different.

For FIVDC systems, it is inevitable that the pressboard-oil insulation is subjected to

overvoltages such as lightning and switching impulse type voltages while the major parts of

the FIVDC system such as converter transformers, smoothing reactors and auxiliary power

apparatus have to operate under a superimposed dc bias. Therefore, it is extremely
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important to understand how the pressboard-oil insulation behaves under dc voltage

superimposed on lightning and switching impulse voltages. Some work has already been

done concerning the simultaneous application of dc voltage and impulse t)?e voltages [24-

zel.

The effect of a composite waveform arising out of simultaneous application of standard

lightning surges and dc voltages has been considered l24l in the determination of the

dielectric strength of laminated paper and composite dielectrics. The peculiar voltage

stresses in HVDC converter transformers and the voltage distribution in the insulation

structure resulting from the dc potential on the valve windings are discussed in [25]. In the

same reference the effects of dc voltage with superimposed impulse or ac voltage on the

dielectric breakdown strength is also reviewed. Proposals are made for a high voltage

acceptance test including, particularly, dc tests with reference to a multibridge transmission

system. In [26], the authors considered the relevance of superimposed surge and dc

stresses in testing converter transformers. The criteria of dielectric strength of major oil-

barrier insulation under dc voltage and impulse superimposed on the dc voltage are

discussed in 1271. Here the electric strength investigations were performed on small-scale

insulation models simulating the middle and end parts of a transformer winding. Results of

the study of the electrical characteristics of oil and pressboard under dc voltages are also

given. In reference [28], a laboratory investigation involving tests on models and on full-

sized cables has been ca¡ried out into the behavior of oil-impregnated paper insulation

under the simultaneous action of a pre-stressing dùect voltage and a voltage surge of either

the same or opposite polarity. It was found that the dielectric strength does not depend on

the level or polarity of the prestressing direct voltage or on the duration of the surge, except

when a series of reversed polarity surges is applied at intervals of a few seconds,

progressively increasing the level until breakdown occurs. In [29], Lokhanin and co-
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workers reported the results of an investigation concerning the design and testing of large

capacity converter transformers and smoothing reactors for HVDC transmission. The effect

of simultaneous application of dc and lightning or switching type surges on oil barrier

insulation is considered. Results of insulation studies and dynamic tests at the factory and

test station are given.

From the above description, one can see that previous work concerning simultaneous

application of dc voltage superimposed on surge voltages is limited in that it concerns the

determination of the puncture dielectric sfrength of the pressboard-oil insulation. Data

concerning the surface electric strength of pressboard-oil insulation under dc and

superposed surges does not exist in cturent literature.

There a¡e several references concerning the mechanism underlying the propagation of

the surface discharge along a solid-iiquid interface under impulse voltages only [12, 13,

171. Also, a variety of mechanisms are postulated to explain the lowered electric sfength of

a solid-liquid insulation system because of introduction of an interface which touches both

electrodes and is oriented parallel to the electric field under ac and dc voltages [9, 30, 31].

In 132-341, an explanation of interfacial breakdown has also been proposed. The model

proposed attributes the reduction of breakdown voltage at the interface to an

electrohydrodynamic phenomenon. This phenomenon and its role in liquid breakdown as

well as its contribution to the breakdown across a dielectric spacer in oil are discussed in

t3sl.

From the above description, it can be seen that considerable effort has been expended to

gain a better understanding of the behavior of a solid-liquid insulation under different

electrical stresses and in different conditions and the breakdown mechanism involved.

However, data conceming the surface electric strength of pressboard-oil insulation under

the effect of dc voltage superimposed on surge voltages has not been reported even though
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it is of great interest to FIVDC systems and utilities. It is understood that the determination

of the surface strength for practical configurations is very important because the allowable

longitudinal or parallel gradient is lower than the gradient which can be tolerated in a

direction perpendicular to the insuiation, i.e. surface discharges require lower initiating

stresses. Therefore it is essential to gain a thorough knowledge of the surface strength of

processed pressboard in mineral oil under the application of dc voltage with superimposed

surge voltages.

The present investigation deals with the experimental determination of the surface

electric strength of pressboard-oil insulation under the application of dc voltage

superimposed on standa¡d lightning and switching impulse voltages. The pressboard is

tested in a cylindrical configuration with ring shaped electrodes fitted snugly around it.

Three gap spacings of 5, 7.5 and 10 mm a¡e used and all the tests are conducted at room

temperature. Two levels of the dc voltage component of the composite stress have been

chosen in order to determine the influence of dc component of the composite stress on the

surface electric strength of pressboard-oil insulation. Hitherto, all the previous

investigations have used unaged mineral oil to form the paper-oil insulation system.

However, since the oil, an important part of pressboard-oil insulation, ages while the

power apparatus are in service, it is essential to determine the surface electric strength of the

pressboard using aged oil. This has been done in the present investigation by impregnating

the pressboard samples with aged oil procured from transformers operating in the field.

Only one dc level was used in these tests.

1.3 Organization of the Thesis
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The details and results of this investigation are presented in the following chapters.

Explanations have been offered regarding the breakdown phenomenon of the pressboard-

oil insulation.

In Chapter 2, some previous work concerning the puncture dielectric strength and

surface electric strength of the pressboard-oil insulation under various electrical stresses is

reviewed and the major work of this investigation is outlined. Some basic ideas and

considerations about this investigation are also advanced.

In Chapter 3, the test equipment used in the tests of dc voltage plus impulse voltages, the

experimental techniques employed in the study and the experimental procedures are

described.

Chapter 4 presents the test results from the experiments and compares the results under

different stresses in different conditions.

Chapter 5 deals with the discussions and explanations of the test results.

Finally, in Chapter 6, conclusions of this investigation are drawn and some suggestions

for further work a¡e made.
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Chapter 2

Review of Previous Work and Basic Considerations
of Present Investigation

2.I Review of Previous Work

2.1.1 Puncture dielectric strength of pressboard-oil insulation under ac, dc

and impulse voltages

The puncture dielectric srrength of pressboa¡d-oil insulation has been the subject of

several studies t1-71. In [1], the impulse strength of lapped impregnated paper dielectric

has been investigated by using model cables. Some basic characteristics of the behavior of

the combination of pressboard of 1 mm or 2 mm thickness immersed in mineral oil and

stressed in a rod-plane gap with either impulse voltages of standard 1.2/50 ps waveshape

(of both polarities) or alternating voltages of 50 Hz has been reported in [2]. A description

of the mechanism of the discharge development, up to the breakdown of the test object

under both types of test voltages is also given. The dielectric behavior of the pressboard-oil

insulation under switching impulse voltage is reported in [3] where the influence of the

temperature of oil on the partial discharges has also been examined. In [4], the partial

discharge characteristics of oil-immersed insulation under combined ac-dc voltage and
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electrical breakdown strength of paper-oil insulation samples was measured under pulsating

voltage. The pulsating voltage was obtained by superimposing ac voltage upon dc voltage.

This test provides an attractive method for a simultaneous testing and assessment of the

state of insulation of the various parts of FfV apparatus in service. Furthermore, the 50 Hz

ac partial discharge characteristics triggered by standard lightning impulse voltage and

breakdown characteristics under superimposed voltage condition including all combinations

of both polarities at the peak point of ac voltage are studied for several models of oil-

immersed transformer insulation, representing the typical combination of mineral oil and

oil-impregnated paper [6]. In [7], the authors study the dielectric breakdown of oil-

impregnated paper insulation by using fast-front voltages and standard lightning impulse

voltages.

2.1.2 Surface electric strength of pressboard-oil insulation under âc, dc,

impulse and pulsating voltages

Researchers have also been interested in determining the surface electrical strength of

pressboard-oil insulation under the application of various stresses with the electric field

parallel to the solid-liquid interface by using various methods and electrodes configurations

t8-231.

In [8-11, 16, 19], the surface strength of a solid-liquid interface parallel to the electric

field has been experimentally determined under ac and dc voltages at va¡ious temperatures

lying in the range from room temperature to 150oC. In reference [8] the surface strength

has been experimentally studied for cylindrical shaped specimens under dc and ac stresses.

This study shows that the surface strength is greater under dc voltages than under ac
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voitages. -v/hen the appliui voitage is ac, most breakdowns occurreci away from the

interface. The presence of the interface lowers the breakdown voltage in the ac case;

however, it does not affect the breakdown voltage in the dc case. The influence of

pressboard on ac breakdown voltages in oil gaps is studied in [9]. A variety of mechanisms

have been postulated to explain the phenomenon of the lowering of electric strength. In

[16], the locations of electrical breakdown in a composite paper-oil insulating system have

been measured under ac stresses. The data indicate that, in a carefully prepared system, the

breakdown will not necessarily occur at the interface. In addition, it was found that

breakdown voltages were not significantly lower for those breakdowns which occurred at

the interface than for those which did not. It was noted that if the paper was not dried or if
many gaseous voids were left in or on the paper, the breakdown regularly occurred at the

interface and at a lower voltage. In [19], the author has studied the 60 Hz flashover

voltages of various pressboards, polyethylene and polypropylene in transformer oil. It is

concluded that the difference between materials is due to different discharge propagation

properties, and that the propagation is assisted by permittivity mismatch between liquid and

solid. At 60 Hz the introduction of solid interfaces can increase the flashover voltages.

Metal particles on the interface can reduce average values of the flashover voltage by at least

207o and minimum values even more. In [10] the measurement of the elecrical breakdown

location in the vicinity of an oil-paper interface under the application of dc and ac stresses,

over the temperatue range from room temperature to 150oC is presented. The data indicate

that the electrical breakdown occurred at the interface lor l57o to 43Vo of the time,

depending upon the details of the particular set of measurements. In the test system used,

the breakdown voltage is not reduced by the introduction of a paper interface parallel ro the

field and touching both electrodes. It is also demonstrated that the effects of the electric

field enhancement, due to geometric factors and dielectric mismatch, can be accounted for
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in a straightforwa¡d manner. It is clea¡ from this analysis that the breakdown location is

influenced by the degree of field enhancement as well as the relative volume occupied by

the enhanced field. Simitar to the studies on pressboard-oil insulation, the results of

investigations of interfacial breakdown on elecrolytic surfaces is covered. It is believed that

the formation of multiple discharges along with the main leading arc is behind the higher

values of the measured critical voltages than previousry predicred t 111.

The impulse voltage surface strength of a solid-liquid interface parallel to the electric field

has been experimentally determined by a number of resea¡ch ers [12-211. Most of them

have used standard impulse voltages while others have employed other waveshapes such as

1/5 ps, 0.512 ps, impulses with front times up ro 16 ps and ramp type shapes with

breakdown occurring in 10-20 ps. In [12], a fundamental study of the mechanism of

propagation of impulse creepage streamers over an insulating surface is reported. The

mechanism is discussed in considerable detail for both positive and negative polarity of

applied dc voltage. In [13], the progress of an investigation of the breakdown of solid and

liquid dielectrics in combination is described, and generalizations are made about the effects

of electrode shape, impulse duration and polarity on the puncttue voltage of alternate layers

of solid and liquid, and on the flashover voltage of a solid and liquid interface under

various conditions of stress. The results of flashover in oil between electrodes mounted on

pressboard sheets, flashover in the presence of stress normal to the pressboard surface,

breakdown between covered conductors in contact, or separated by packing pieces, or

separated by barrier sheets, and flashover between electrodes passing through bushings in

a pressboard sheet are presented by the same authors [14]. This paper also contains

comparative data on breakdown voltages at room temperature and at 90oC, for selected

arrangements. From the test results, the authors conclude that the flashover voltage

between elecrodes mounted on a pressboard sheet is increased by increasing the height of
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the electrodes or by rounding the edges in contact with the sheet. Surface flashover voltage

in the presence of normal stress due to a parallel conductor connected to one electrode is

mainly a function of flashover distance and increases only slowly with insulation thickness.

The flashover voltage between conductors passing through a dielectric sheet can be

increased by the use of insulating bushings, but the possibility of a simple quantitative

generalization seems unlikely. They also find that the surface flashover voltage is not lower

at 90oC than at 20oC. In [15], the effect of permittiviry matching on the flashover of solid-

liquid interfaces is investigated. It is wideiy assumed that in many situaúons the interface

between the solid and the liquid insulation is the point in a complex system at which

breakdown would occur [30-33]. However, data reported in [16] do not support that

conventional wisdom. From these data, which were taken using a carefully-prepared,

paper-oil interface structure, it is concluded that the breakdown will not necessarily occur at

the interface. Similarly, the voltage for breakdown at the interface is not necessarily lower

than the voltage at which the breakdowns occur away from the interface. The work shows,

however, that it is a relatively simple matter to force the breakdown to occur at the interface

and at the same time reduce the breakdown voltage. It is likely that interfacial breakdown

will occur if the paper is not carefully dried or if many gaseous voids are left in or on the

paper. The impulse voitage used was (i3-16 ps) /178 ps waveshape obtained using a

conventional Marx generator. This pulse shape is approximately the same as used by

Taylor [15] in an ea¡lier study of interfacial breakdown. The paper, typical of that used in

transformers, was clamped by the split electrodes and held parallel to the field. Plane

electrodes with edge radii of 1.6,3.2 and7.4 mrn, as well as hemispherical electrodes of

radius 12.7 rnrrt were used in the study. The concept " figure of surface discharges ( FSD )

is reported by Nikolopoulos and Sakkas [17]. By applying voltages lying between

inception voltages of surface and volume discharges, the FSD is formed. In their
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investigation, the development of partial discharges in pressboard insulating plates of I or 2

mm, immersed in mineral oil and stressed with standard lightning impulse voltages of

1.2/50 ps is presented. The pressboard-oil combination formed the insulation of a rod-

plane gap, the n¡¡o electrodes of which were in contact with each one of the two sides of the

pressboard plates. In [18], the creepage discharge propagation in transformer oil with

impulse voltages was observed using an image converter camera to investigate various

characteristics of the phenomenon although there have been some published papers on this

matter [2, l2]. A belt-iike back electrode of the rod-plane electrodes configuration was

employed to control the creepage discharge for 1-dimensional propagation so that it could

be photographed at a high speed in a streak mode. A needle electrode with a tip angle of 45

degrees was used as the rod elecuode for easy start of d,ischarge. All test voltages were

impulse voltages with a wave-front of L.2-2.2 ps and a wave-tail of 65-650 ps, which

were generated by an impulse generator. The experimental results show that impulse

creepage discharge in transformer oil propagates in steps on both polarities. It is also found

that the creepage discharge can be classified into some propagation modes according to

propagation velocities and step pulse currents. Using two different electrode

configurations, Anker investigated the lightning impulse flashover voltages of various

pressboards, polyethylene and polypropylene in transformer oil [19]. The effect of

permittivity matching and metal particles on the flashover voltage is also studied. ln the

rod-plane setup, which is one of the two configurations employed in the investigation,

there is a substantial normal component of the field, and the electrodes are bare. In the other

arangement, the field is approximately parallel to the interface, and the electrodes are

insulated and have a Rogowski profile. It is concluded that the difference between materials

is due to different discharge propagation properties, and that the propagation is assisted by

permittivity mismatch between liquid and solid. Surface structure can also affect the
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flashover voltage. Copper particles resting on the solid dielectric suriace can greatiy reduce

the flashover voltage. Reductions of about 207o in average values were observed.

Minimum values were reduced by ap to 50Vo.In [20], creepage flashover characteristics in

transforrner oil under positive impulse voltage were studied by using models in which the

electric field distribution was equivalent to that of actual transformers. In the experiments,

some geometrical parameters conceming creepage flashover and the model scale were

varied. The coaxial electrode system employed in the srudy consisted of a ring-type high

voltage electrode located outside a pressboard insulation cylinder, a plane grounded

electrode, and a back-side electrode (for grounding potential) located inside the pressboard

cylinder. The high voltage and back-side electrodes can be slid axially to enable surface gap

and back-side electrode lengths to be determined optionally. The test procedure was

coûrmon to the standa¡d and the scale effect model tests. The applied voltage was a I.2/50

ps positive impulse voltage raised in 20 kV steps from 50-8OVo of the expected flashover

voltage. It is concluded that the flashover voltage characteristics are determined by electric

field strength of the high voltage elecnode surface and stressed oil volume. The scale effect

of the creepage flashover was found to be the power of 0.7 of the model scale. By using a

simila¡ electrode configuration, the surface strength of pressboard-oil insulation under the

application of standard lightning and switching impulse voltages was studied lZL,22l.The

pressboard was tested in a cylindrical configuration with ring shaped electrodes fitted

around it. Gap lengths of 5, 10 and 15 mm have been considered and all the tests were

conducted at room temperature. Standard lightning and switching voltages were of shapes

of 1.4/47 ps and 300/1750 ps. Positive polarity was used in the tests. In the report, data on

the surface electric strength under lightning and switching impulse voltages are presented.

Also, data regarding the lightning and switching impulse strength are presented. The results

show that the difference between the lightning and switching surface strength increases
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with gap length with the former being greater than the later. The presence of the interface

lowers the bneakdown strength. The decrease is larger under switching impulse voltages. If
the sample has been degassed thoroughly, breakdowns on the surface do not permanently

lower the strength of the gap. Similar to the investigation described above, data on the

surface electric strength of oil impregnated pressboard insulation under the application of dc

voløge with ripple is reported in 123).In this case, three surface gaps of 5, 10 and 25 mm

were tested under a composite waveform in the ftmge of ripple from 0.3 to 2.8. It is shown

that the breakdown voltage increases with increasing ripple and the peak value of the

breakdown voltage under pulsating voltage does not always lie between the ac and dc

breakdown values.

2.1.3 Puncture dielectric strength of pressboard-oil insulation under

simultaneous application of dc and impulse voltages

As far as the simultaneous application of dc and impulse voltages is concerned, some

work has already been done [24-29].In 1241, the effect of a composite waveform arising

out of simultaneous application of standard lightning surges and dc voltages has been

considered in the determination of the dielectric strength of laminated paper and composite

dielectrics. Simple models were used to carry out tests on the main insulating materials

including oil, oil impregnated paper and transformer boa¡d using specific voltages simila¡

to those which occur in the converter transformers and smoothing reactors in FIVDC

stations. The peculiar voltage stresses in HVDC converter transformers and the voltage

distribution in the insulation structure resulting from the dc potential on the valve windings

are discussed in [25]. The effects of dc voltage with superimposed impulse or ac voltage on

the dielectric breakdown strength is reviewed. Although it was difficult to perform impulse
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and switching surge tests with a superimposed dc voltage due to test equipment limitations

at that time, the possible reduction in impulse or swirching surge srength in the presence of

a dc voltage was suggested. In 1261, the authors considered the relevance of superimposed

surge and dc stresses in testing converter transformers. It is found that the stress in the

cellulose materials such as pressboard is much high than in the oil. The voltage drop in the

oil is low and the oil therefore works as a close fitting earth sleeve around the winding. The

barriers used in TIVDC insulation systems therefore have an important additionat function,

namely to transfer dc voltage drop in the oil. It is, however, important to check that the

stress in the ba¡rier surface is tolerable. With increasing remperature and with increasing

moisture content the resistivities of the oil as well as of the cellulose decrease in such a way

that the span between oil and cellulose becomes reduced. This means that in service the

dielectric stress distribution tends to be more uniform than that during the test condition.

The dc voltage drop in the oil will increase. There is, however, no risk of overstressing the

oil in the steady state as the oil ducts are designed to take a considerably larger voltage drop

during surges and transient voltage conditions. In [27], Beletsky and co-workers reported

the investigation of the main insulation characteristics of FryDC converter transformers.

Results of the investigation on the electrical characteristics of oil and pressboard under dc

voltage are given. The criteria of dielectric strengrh of major oil-ba¡rier insularion under dc

voltage and impulse superimposed on the dc voltage are determined. The electric strength

investigations were performed on small-scale insulation models of the middte part and edge

of the winding. A laboratory study involving tests on models and on full-sized cables has

been carried out into the behavior of oil-impregnated paper insulation under the

simultaneous action of a pre-stressing direct voltage and a voltage surge of either the same

or opposite polarity [28]. It has been found that the d.ielectric strengrh does nor depend on

the level or polarity of the pre-stressing d.irect voltage or on the duration of the surge,
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except when a series of reversed polarity surges is applied at intervals of a few seconds,

progtessively increasing the level until breakdown occurs. In the study, both flat plate and

cylindrical cable models were employed. In referencel2gl, t okhanin and co-workers have

reported the results of an investigation concerning the design and testing of large capacity

converter transformers and smoothing reactors for FIVDC transmission. The effect of

simultaneous application of dc voltage with lightning and switching impulse rype surges on

oil barrier insulation is considered. Results of insulation studies and dynamic tests ar rhe

factory and test station are also given.

Although considerable work has been done concerning pressboard-oil insulation, the

surface electric strength of such insulation under the application of dc voltage with

superimposed surge voltages has not been reported.

2.2 Basic Considerations of the Present Investigation

In the present investigation, the pressboard-oil insulation is tested under the application

of dc voltage superimposed on lightning and switching impulse voltages. There exist in

total four possible combinations of application of the above composite srresses i.e. positive

dc plus positive impulses; positive dc plus negative impulses; negative dc plus positive

impulses and negative dc plus negative impulses. If all four possibilities have to be

considered, the volume of experimental work becomes very large. Because of the

symmetrical arrangement of the test gap, positive dc voltage superimposed on positive

impulse voltage is equivalent to negative dc voltage superimposed on negative impulse

voltage. Similarly, positive dc voltage superimposed on negative impulse voltage is

equivalent to negative dc voltage superimposed on positive impulse voltage. Therefore, out

of four possible combinations, only two need to be considered and the total volume of
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work is halved. Harrison [25] has pointed out that when negative dc voltage is superposed

on positive impulse voltage the impulse breakdown strength increases with increasing

negative dc voltage (i.e. suppose the +ve impulse breakdown voltage is Vt without dc bias.

In the presence of -ve dc bias larger impulse breakdown voltage Vz is obtained, Vz > Vt).

Therefore, there is no need to consider the dc bias in this case. In the present investigation,

as the electrode arrangement is symmetrical and there is no need to consider the following

situations; negative dc voltage superposed on positive impulse and positive dc voltage

superposed on negative impulse. Therefore, we need consider only those cases where the

dc and impulse components of the composite stress are of the same polarity, i.e. positive dc

voltage superimposed on positive impulse voltages or negative dc voltage superimposed on

negative impulse voltages. It is understandable that in these cases the stresses ¿ìre the

strongest or the most powerful. Although the total work has been reduced by 757o, it is

necessary to determine the waveform of the stresses that will be used in the tests. From the

above discussion, we understand that either positive dc plus positive impulse voltages or

negative dc plus negative impulse voltages can be employed for the tests. However, as we

know, most lightning strokes are of negative polarity. Therefore, from a practical point of

view, it is better to choose the -ve polarity lightning impulse. As far as switching surge is

concerned, all the investigations show that for nearly all the gap configurations which a¡e

of practical interest, positive switching impulses result in lower flashover voltage than

negative ones. The flashover behavior of external insulations with different configurations

under positive switching impulse stress is therefore most important [36]. Therefore,

negative lightning and positive switching surges have been employed in this investigation;

the dc voltages chosen is of the same polarity of the impulse voltages. One important point

that has to be clarified is that both the dc and impulse components of these composite
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voltages should be applied to one of the electrodes of the test gap while the other electrode

is grounded.

Because of the complexity of the composite stress, i.e. both dc voltage and impulse

surges are involved in the test, it is very important to consider the safety aspect of the test

facilities in order to protect the dc and impulse generators from being damaged by

overvoltages during the experiments. In previous studies concerning the simultaneous

application of dc and impulse voltages, both the dc and impulse components of the

composite stress of dc plus impulse voltages were applied to one of the two electrodes

which formed the test gap while the other electrode was grounded. It is simpler to apply the

composite voltage to the test gap in such a way that the impulse component is applied to

one of the two electrodes while the dc component is applied to the other. In this case,

neither electrode is grounded. The detailed arrangement will be described in Chapter 3.

However, by using the above method of application of composite stresses to the test gap,

the polarity of dc voltage has to be changed; this is because, now, the two components of

the composite stress with opposite polarity give the maximum stress. Therefore positive dc

voltage superimposed on standard negative lightning impulse voltages and negative dc

voltage superimposed on standard positive switching impulse voltages were chosen for the

present investigation.
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Chapter 3

Test Setup, Sample Preparation and Test Procedures

3.1 Test Setup

3.1.1 Test equipment

The main equipment used in this study were test chamber, oil degassing system and dc

and impulse generators.

3.1.1.1 Test chamber

The test chamber, as shown in Fig. 3.1, was a vacuum glass cylinder of 500 mm height

and inner diameter 300 mm with wall thickness 7 mm. At both ends, the chamber was

sealed with silicone "O" rings against chromed stainless plates. A rotary vacuum pump was

connected to the chamber through the top plate. An end vacuum level of 3-5x10-2 Ton was

produced within the chamber, as shown in Figs. 3.1and3.2.

In order to conduct the tests with composite voltage, the bottom plate was insulated from

ground by means of teflon rods of 310 mm height and 50 mm diameter. Also, undemeath

the bottom plate, a ring shaped heater was attached for the purpose of vacuum drying of the
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drying of the sampies. Both plates were connected with electrodes to apply the composite

voltage to the tesr gap.

Figure 3.1: Test chamber.
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Figure 3.2 shows the schematic diagram of the test chamber and the vacuum pump as

well as the auxiliaries.

Oil Inlet Oil Drain

Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of the test chamber.

3.1.1.2 Oil degassing system

As shown in Fig. 3.3, the oil degassing system was used to process the mineral oil

which is one of the main components of the pressboard-oil composite insulation. It

consisted of an oil tank of 32 lires capacity, a vacuum pump and an plastic oil vessel. On

the outside wall of the tank, four heaters were installed to heat the oil tank when necessary.

Dessicator

TEST

CHAMBER

VAC
PUMP
Edwæds

E2M8
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Figure 3.3: Schematic dia$am of oil degassing system.

3.1.i.3 Vacuum system

The vacuum system is quite important to the test chamber and oil degassing system. In

this investigation, the test chamber was evacuated by a two stage rotary pump (Edwards

E2M8) with a nominal pumping speed 600 I / min and end vacuum 10-3 Torr. The oil

degassing system \ryas evacuated by an Edwards Speedivac ED 150 vacuum pump

(approximately 1501/ min and end vacuum 10-1 Ton). The leakage rate of the vacuum

OIL

TANK

VAC
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Ed\¡/trds
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system \ilas determined with valves L,2 and 3 closed at a temperature of 25oC and pressure

of approximately 10-1 Torr by using

N=VxAP/Ât

where N = leakage rate in Torr I / s

V = volume of the system

ÂP = increase in pressure due to evaporation of moisru¡e and real leakage

Evacuation of the test chamber or oil tank continued until the leakage rate, N, settled to a

steady value. At this point the increase in pressure in the chamber or oil tank with the pump

disconnected is solely due to real leakage. The system leakage rate characteristics are

shown in Fig. 3.4. From this curve the leakage rate can be determined. The steady state

leakage rate is approximately L0-2 Torr I / s at a chamber temperature of 70oC.

3.1.1.4 Impulse and dc generators

Both the standard lightning and switching impulse voltages \r/ere generated from an 8

stage, 800 kV, 10kJ, 0.25 pF/stage impulse generator with appropriate waveshaping

resistors. The dc generator was a 220 kV, 10 mA Ferranti dc supply. The dc voltage was

measured by a resistive voltage divider.
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Figure 3.4: Vacuum system leakage rate cha¡acteristics.

3.1.2 Test circuits

In the tests employing superimposed voltages, two kinds of circuits were used. Figure

3.5 shows the circuit used to generate dc voltage with superimposed lightning voltages; the

circuit used to generate dc voltage with superimposed switching impulse voltages is shown

in Fig. 3.6.
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Figure 3.5: Circuit to generate +ve dc voltage superimposed on standard -ve lightning

impulse voltages. DG - dc generator; IG - impulse generator; TC - test

chambeç DD - dc voltage divider; ID - impulse voltage divider

(ratio=2588); Rr, Rz, and R¡ - noninductive resistors; C - capacitor.

R1=2.3 MC); Rz=414.9 Cr; Rs=1643.6 c¿; C=0.5 pF.

Using the impulse generator with appropriate waveshaping elements as shown in Figs.

3.5 and 3.6, a lightning impulse voltage of 1,.4/47 ps waveshape and a switching impulse

voltage of 250/1800 ps waveshape was generated. Figures 3.7-3.10 show typical

waveshapes of these surges.

+YE

DG
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Figure 3.6: Circuit to generate -ve dc voltage superimposed on standard +ve switching

impulse voltages. DG - dc generator; IG - impulse generator; TC - test

chamber; DD - dc voltage divider; ID - impulse voltage divider

(ratio=2588); Rt and Rz - noninductive resistors; Ct and Cz - capacitors.

Rr=2.3 MQ; Rz=24.74kfJ; Cr=0.5 u.F; C2=5000 pF.

The composite waveforms of breakdown voltage of positive dc plus negative lightning

and negative dc plus positive switching impulse voltages are shown in Figs. 3.11 and

3.12.

DG
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Figure 3.9: Switching impulse: positive polariry. Time: 100 ps/cm. Volt.: 15 V/cm.

Figure 3.10: Switching impulse: positive polarity. Time: 200 pshm. Volt.: 15 V/cm.
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Figure 3.11: +ve dc plus -ve lightning impulse voltages at breakdown.

Time: 5 ps/cm. Volr:l0 V/cm.

3.12: -ve dc plus +ve switching impulse voltage at breakdown.

Time: 200 ¡rs/cm.Volt.: 7.5Y/cm.

Figure
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The breakdown voltage oscillogtaphs were recorded using a Tektronix type 466 storage

oscilloscope together with a mixed parallel RC Haefely impulse voltage divider

(ratio=2588). The breakdown voltage measured were the peak values. The times to

breakdown were also noted.

3.2 Sample Preparation

3.2.I Test specimens

Cylindrical pressboard samples were used in this study. It was of a precompressed grade

known as type T IV and was supplied in cylindrical form by the E.H.V. V/eidmann

Company. It is normally used as insulating material in EFIV power transformers.

3.2.2 Electrode configuration

Six ring shaped brass electrodes of outer diameter 199.2 mm, inner diameter 157.0 mm

and of width 10.0 mm were fitted snugly around cylindrical pressboard samples and

therefore formed 5 test gaps. The test gap spacing was fixed by three cylindrical teflon

spacers of the same length, which were located symmetrically at the outer edge of the

electrodes, as shown in Fig. 3.13. Three gap lengths were used in this investigation, i.e. 5

mm, 7.5 mm and 10 mm.
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Figure 3.13: Configuration of electrodes with test sample.

The assembly consisting of the electrodes and spacers was held in place securely by

means of permaJi holders.

Figure 3.14 shows the schematic diagram of the configuration of electrodes as well as

the test sample.
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Figure 3.14: Schematic diagram of elecrode configuration with sample.

Unit of length: mm.

3.2.3 Oil degassing procedures

Reflned mineral oil, VOLTESSO 35, was used as the impregnating insulant for fresh oil

tests. For each test, 30 litres of oil were required. In order to remove the moisture in the

oil, 30 lires of oil were degassed and dried in the oil storage tank ( as shown in Fig. 3.3 )
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in three stages lasting a total of 72 hours. In the ñrst stage, 10 litres of oit were degassed

and dried at a temperature of 30oC und.er a vacuum of 10-l Tor for 24 hours. At the end of

this stage, another 10 litres of oil were introduced into the tank and the second degassing

stage started which also lasted 24 hours under the same temperature and vacuum level.

Finally, 10 more litres of oil were introduced into the tank and processed in a similar way.

The moisture content at the end of process was less than 10 ppm.

3.2.4 Drying and impregnating procedures

To ensure consistent results, all the electrodes, spacers and holders were thoroughly

washed with methyl alcohol and the spacers were ca¡efully and similarly situated for all the

tests. In order to remove the moisture in the pressboard, four procedures were tried out to

develop an acceptable drying technique. Circular samples of TIV pressboard of thickness

2.3 mm and diameter 150 m.m were used. In the first procedure the sample was inserted in

a test chamber and evacuated at room temperature for a period of 24 hours. In the second

procedure the sample was preheated in an oven lor 24 hours at 100oC prior to vacuum

drying at room temperature for 24 hours. The third and fourth procedures were similar to

the first and second procedures respectively except that the vacuum drying was carried out

at 70oC. In all cases the end vacuum was between 3 and 5x10-2 Torr. The dissipation

factor of the samples was measured by means of a low voltage Schering bridge at 1 KHz.

Figure 3.15 shows the variation of dissipation factor with time of evacuation for the four

procedures. As expected, the dissipation factor decreased with vacuum application time.

Also, the pressboard sample subject to the fourth drying procedure showed the lowest

dissipation factor.
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Figure 3.15: variation of dissipation factor with evacuation time for four

procedures considered.
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Based on the above results the following drying and impregnating procedure was

adopted:

The assembly consisúng of sample and electrodes was placed in an oven and preheated

for 24 hou¡s at a temperature of 100oC. After preheating the assembly was transferred into

the test chamber (as shown in Fig. 3.1) for vacuum drying for a further period of 24 hours

at a temperature of 70oC. The end vacuum of this process was between 3x10-2 - 5x10-2

Torr. It was checked that for the volume of specimen used the vacuum drying time of 24

hours was more than sufficient to ensure a leakage rate of 10-2 Torr.l/s. under this

condition the amount of moisture by weight remaining in the paper is less than 0.5Vo 1371.

After preheating and vacuum drying, the sample was vacuum impregnated slowly under a

vacuum of less than 10-1 Torr with the oil at room temperature. This procedure usually

took about an hour to complete and at the end of which the test chamber was frlled with 30

litres of oil. During the process of impregnation, it was quite important to adjust the

vacuum level in both oil tank and testing chamber to ensure the successful operation of

impregnation. Then, the test chamber was fully evacuated for at least two hours until no

bubbles could be observed. Just before testing, the pressure \¡/as returned to atmospheric

value by admitting air into the chamber through the dessicator.

3.3 Test Procedures

Based on the considerations of section 2.2, negatle polarity was chosen for lightning

impulse voltages while positive polarity was chosen for switching impulse voltages during

the investigation.

To conduct tests of positive dc plus negative lightning impulse voltages, a specific dc

voltage was applied to one of the two elecrodes of the testing gap fnst and then the impulse
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voltage was applied to the other electrode of the same gap. The applied impulse voltage was

of such a value that it did not cause surface breakdown; next the impulse level was

increased in steps until breakdown of the test gap occurred. Each increment in impulse

voltage was less than 3Vo of the impulse magnitude employed in the previous step. The dc

component of the composite stress was chosen as haif of the lightning impulse component

for the +ve dc plus -ve lightning impulse voltage test, i.e. dc voltage was approximately 1/3

of the total breakdown voltage. This is because for a typical IIVDC system, e.g. + 450 kV,

the insulation level for lightning strokes of 1 ps front is 1550 kV. The dc voltage is

approximately l/3 of the insulation level. Similarly, since the switching impulse is usually

1.5 times the rated voltage of a power system, the dc voltage was chosen as 1/1.5 of the

switching impulse component of the composite stress of -ve dc plus +ve switching impulse

voltage, i.e. the dc component was l/2.5 of the total breakdown voltage. After each

b'reakdown, the test gap was carefully examined to ascertain the location of breakdown. If
the breakdown occurred on the surface of the sample or spacers, the gap could not be used

for further testing since the breakdown caused damage on the surface of the sample or

spacer. Following surface damage a new gap was used for subsequent testing. If the

breakdown occurred away from the interface, the same gap could be used for another test

after application of vacuum to remove all the bubbles caused by the breakdown. In all cases

the breakdown voltage (peak value), the time to breakdown and the location of the

breakdown were noted. For each gap at least ten readings of breakdown voltage were

obtained and the mean breakdown voltage,was computed.

To conduct tests of dc plus switching impulse voltages, similar procedures were

employed. However, the dc voltage was of negative polarity while the switching impulse

was of positive polarity in this case.
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Generally speaking, it took three to four days to prepare one test sample (5 gaps) and

two to three days were needed to conduct experiments. Thus, it usually took one week to

complete one test sample.
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Chapter 4

Experimental Results

Test results of the surface electric strength of pressboard-oil insulation under the

application of dc voltage superimposed on standa¡d lightning and switching impulse

voltages are presented in the following sections.

4.1 Surface Electric Strength of Pressboard-Oil Insulation
under dc Voltage Superimposed on Standard Lightning Impulse
Voltages

Figure 4.1 shows the total surface breakdown strength of the pressboard-oil insulation

under the application of positive dc superimposed on standard negative lightning impulse

voltages (i.e. +ve dc plus -ve lightning) at room temperaftue for test gaps of 5,7.5 and 10

mm. The dc voltage applied ro gaps of 5, 7.5 and r0 mm was 30, 45 and 60 kv,
respectively. These voltages are referred to as dc "level I ".

Similarly, Fig. 4.2 shows the total surface breakdown voltage at different dc voltage

level, "lsvel 2",foÍ the same three gaps. The "level2" voltages are 36, 54 and TZkV for 5,

7.5 and 10 mm gaps, respectively. It may be noted that these values are 20Vo higher than

the "level 1" values
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Figure 4.1: Dependance of total surface breakdown voltage on gap length.

+ve dc," levei 1", plus corresponding -ve lightning impulse (LI 1)..
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Figure 4.2: Dependance of total surface breakdown voltage on gap length.
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From Figs. 4.1 and 4.2, it can be seen that the electric strength-gap length relationships

is almost iinear under the application of dc plus lightning impulse voltages.

Figure 4.3 illustrates the typical surface damage under the application of positive dc

voltage plus negative lightning impulse voltages.

Figure 4.3: Surface track on 10 mm gap produced by +ve dc voltage

plus -ve lightning impulse voltages.
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In Figs. 4.4 and 4.5, the dependance of total surface breakdown voltage on gap length

including the dc and lightning impulse components of the composite voltage with different

dc levels have been plotted.
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Figure 4.4: Dependance of total surface breakdown voltage on gap length under

+ve dc, "level 1", plus corresponding -ve lightning impulse voltages.

Both dc and lightning impulse (LI 1) componenrs a¡e shown.
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Figure 4.5: Dependance of total surface breakdown voltage on gap length under

+ve dc,"level 2", plus corresponding -ve lightning impulse voltages.

Both dc and iightning inpulse (LI2) componenrs are shown.

In order to have a clear picture of the relationship between dc and lightning impulse

voltages, Fig. 4.6 is plotted to show the influence of dc levels on rhe applied lightning

impulse voltages needed to cause breakdown.

It may be seen from Fig. 4.6 that with an inffease of 20Va in the dc level, the applied

lightning impulse voltage does not change much excepr for gap tength of 10 mm.
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Figure 4.6: Influence of dc levels on the tightning impulse voltages

needed to cause surface breakdown.

Similarly, Fig. 4.7 is d¡awn to show the influence of dc level on the total breakdown

voltage of the pressboard-oil insulation under the application of +ve dc voltage

superimposed on -ve lightning voltages.

It can easily be seen from the plot that with an increase of 20Vo in dc voltage, the total

breakdown voltage also increased.
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Figure 4.7: Influence of dc levels on the total surface breakdown

voltages. +ve dc plus -ve lightning impulse voltages.

Finally, Fig. 4.8 compares the breakdown voltage-gap length relationship under the

application of +ve dc voltage (both levels) superimposed on -ve lightning impulse voltages

and lightning impulse voltages only.

Figure 4.8 clearly indicates that the surface electric strength of pressboard-oil insulation

is higher under pure lightning impulse stresses than under the stresses of +ve dc plus -ve

lightning impulse voltages. The only exception is for gap length of 5 mm. In this case, the

breakdown voltage is lower under pure lightning impulse than under +ve dc plus -ve

tightning impulse voltage.
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Figure 4.8: Total surface breakdown voltage-gap length relationship under lightning

impulse only and +ve dc (both levets) plus -ve lightning impulses (dc+LI).

4.2 Surface Electric Strength of Pressboard-Oit Insulation
under dc voltage Superimposed on Standard Switching rmpulse

Voltages

The surface strength of mineral oil impregnated pressboa¡d under a composite stress due

to application of negative dc voltage plus standard positive switching impulse voltages is

shown in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10. In Fig. 4.9, the dc voltage applied to gaps of 5, 7.5 and 10

mm \ilas 30,45 and 60 kV, respectively while in Fig. 4.10 the dc voltage was 36, 54 and

72kY for the same gaps respectively. Similarly, the first three dc voltages are referred to as

dc "level 1" while the other three dc voltages are referred to as dc "level2".

dc+LI
with dc "level 2" dc+LI

with dc "level l"
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Figure 4.9: Dependance of total surface breakdown voltage on gap length.

-ve dc," level 1", plus corresponding +ve switching impulse (SI 1).
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Figure 4.10: Dependance of total surface breakdown voltage on gap length.

-ve dc," Level2", plus corresponding +ve switching impulse (SI 2).
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In Figs. 4.9 and 4.10, it may be seen that the surface srength-gap length relationship is

almost linear.

In Figs.4.11 and 4.1.2,the dependance of surface breakdown voltage on gap length

including dc and switching impulse components of the composite stress with different dc

levels have been plotted.

6789
Gap Length (mm)

Figure 4.11: Dependance of total surface breakdown voltage on gap length under

-ve dc," level 1", plus corresponding +ve switching impulse voltages.

Both dc and switching impulse (SI l) components are shown.
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6789
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Figure 4.r2: Dependance of surface breakdown voltage on gap length under

-ve dc,"level 2", plus corresponding +ve switching impulse voltages.

Both dc and switching impulse (SI2) components are shown.

Furthermore, Fig. 4.13 is drawn to show the influence of dc voltages on the applied

switching impulse voltages needed to cause surface breakdown.

Figure 4.13 clearly indicates that with an increase of 20Vo in the dc level, the applied

switching impulse voltage which can cause surface breakdown does not change much.
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Figure 4.13: lnfluence of dc voltages on the applied switching impulse

voltages needed to cause surface breakdown.

Similarly, Fig. 4.14 is plotted to show the influence of dc level on the total breakdown

voltage of the pressboard-oil insulation under the application of -ve dc superimposed on

+ve switching impulse voltages.

It is obvious from Fig. 4.14 that with an increase of 20Vo in the dc voltage, the total

b'reakdown voltage also increased.
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Figure 4.14: Influence of dc volrages on the total surface breakdown voltages.

-ve dc plus +ve switching impulse voltages.

Finally, Fig. 4.15 shows the comparison of the breakdown vohage-gap length

relationship under the application of switching impulse voltage only and -ve dc voltage

(both levels) plus +ve switching impulse voltages.

The results indicate that the application of pure switching impulse voltage resulrs in the

highest breakdown voltage. The breakdown voltage is lower under the composite stresses

of -ve dc plus +ve switching impulses.

Er Bo
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Figure 4.15: Surface electric breakdown voltage-gap length relationship under

the stresses of switching impulse only and -ve dc (both levels)

plus +ve switching impulse voltages (dc+SI).

Up to now, the test results from dc plus lightning and switching impulse voltages have

been presented. To have a better understand of the surface strength under these two kinds

of composite stresses, Fig. 4.16 is drawn to compare the breakdown voltage-gap length

relationship under the application of +ve dc plus -ve lightning and -ve dc plus +ve

switchin g impulse voltages.

It turns out that the surface electric strength is much higher under +ve dc plus -ve

lightning impulse voltages than under -ve dc plus +ve switching impulse voltage just as the

case where the surface electric strength is much higher under lightning impulse voltages

only than under switching impulse voltages only.

dc+SI
with dc "level

dc+SI
with dc "level 2"
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Figure 4.16: Surface breakdown voltage-gap length relationship under +ve dc (both levels)

plus -ve lightning (dc+LI) and -ve dc (both levels) plus +ve switching

impulse (dc+SI) voltages.

4.3 Surface Electric Strength of Pressboard rmpregnated in
Aged Mineral oil under dc voltage Superimposed on both
Standard Lightning and Switching Impulse Voltages

To gain an understanding of the influence of aged oil on the surface electric strength of

pressboard-oil insulation, some tests were carried out to determine the surface breakdown

voltage of pressboard immersed in aged mineral oil.

dc+LI
with dc "leYel 2"

dc+LI
s'ith dc "Ievel 1"

dc+SI
with dc "Ievel

dc+SI
with dc "level 1"
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The aged mineral oil was Imperial Oil Voltesso 35 and was PCB free. It was procured

from Manitoba Hydro's Dorsey T22 converter transformer which has a 230 kV line

winding and 300 kV d-c valve winding. The converter transformer has been in service

since 1975.

A routine test on this transformer oil showed it to have the foltowing characteristics

which are compared with those of unaged oil, as shown in Table 4.1.

Type of Oil Agerl Oil flnngeil Oil

Colou¡ (D15OO) 2_O o_5

Neuualization I O.OZ mg KOHtg O-0S mg KOHtg

Dielecfic SEength
6f -0 kY (rnnv-¡ N'A

46.0 kY (min.) 35-O kY (min.¡

Interfacial Teusion 3l -8 mNlm 45.0 uNlm

Dissipation Facbr at 100 oC a_74 % o-26 %

Dissolveil Water N'A 1O ppm

Table 4.1: Characteristics of aged and unaged transformer oil.

Figure 4.17 shows the surface breakdown voltage of pressboard-oil (aged) insulation

under the application of positive dc plus negative lightning impulse voltages for gaps 5,7.5

and 10 mm. Both dc and lightning impulse components a¡e also shown in the figure.
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Similarly, Fig. 4.18 is drawn to show the surface strength under negative dc plus

positive switching impulse voltages as well as the dc and switching impulse components.

For both +ve dc plus -ve lightning impulse and -ve dc plus +ve switching impulse voltage

tests, only one dc level was employed, i.e. a dc voltage of 22.5,33.8 and 45 kV was

applied to 5,7.5 and 10 mm gaps, respectively. These voltages are referred to as dc

"level3".

6789
Gap Length (mm)

Figure 4.17: Dependance of total surface breakdown voltage on gap length

(SPECIMEN PROCESSED WTIH AGED OIL) under +ve dc,

"level 3", plus corresponding -ve lightning impulse voltages.

Both dc and lightning impulse (LI 3) components are also shown.
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6789

Gap Length (mm)

Figure 4.18: Dependance of total surface breakdown voltage on gap length

(SPECIMEN PROCESSED WTIH AGED OIL) under -ve dc,

"level 3", plus corresponding +ve switching impulse voltages.

Both dc and switching impulse (SI 3) componenrs are also shown.

To compare the difference in the surface electric strength of pressboard processed with

unaged and aged oil, Figs. 4.19 and 4.20have been plotted.
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dc + LI (unaged oil)
with dc "level 1"

dc + LI (unaged oil)
ç'ith dc t'level 2t'

dc + LI (aged oil)
with dc "level 3"

4 s 6 7 8 9 10 11

Gap Length (mm)

Figure 4.19: Compa¡ison of breakdown voltages of pressboard

impregnated in unaged and aged mineral oil under

+ve dc plus -ve lightning impulse voltages. Two dc

levels are considered for unaged oil test.

. The dc level for the aged oil tests, i.e. dc "level 3", was chosen using the same

,, "onsideration 
which lead to the choose of dc "level 1" and dc "level 2". When the

' çomposite applied voltage consists of dc plus lightning impulse voltage, Fig. 4.19 shows

that the dependance of the total breakdown voltage on the dc level is very small. In fact ttris

, dependance decreases drastically with gap length and for the 10 mm gap length a ZAVo
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variation of dc level results in a change of about L.3Vo in the total breakdown voltage.

Therefore, one may compare the effect of processing with aged oil for the 10 mm gap with

confidence in spite of the different dc level. For the 10 mm gap, Fig. 4.19 shows that the

total breakdown voltage is reduced by 10.l7o (compared to the breakdown voltage with dc

"level 1") due to ttre effect of aged oil.

dc + SI (unaged oil)
with dc "level 1"

dc + SI (unaged oil)
with dc "level 2"

dc + SI (aged oil)
rvith dc "level 3"

4 5 6 7 I I 10 11

Gap Length (mm)

Figure 4.20: Compa¡ison of breakdown voltages of pressboard

impregnated in unaged and aged mineral oil under

-ve dc plus +ve switching impulse voltages. Two dc

levels a¡e considered for unaged oil test.
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With switching impulse the totai breakdown voltage is not as insensitive to the dc level

as was the case with lightning impulse. In spite of the lower dc level used it is clear from

Fig. 4.20 that the total breakdown voltage is reduced due to the effect of aged oil.

Finally, the surface electric strength of processed pressboard impregnated in both unaged

and aged oil under the application of both pure lighrring and switching impulses, and both

6789
Gap Length (mm)

Figure 4.21: comparison of the surface strength of processed pressboard

in both unaged and aged mineral oil under lightning (LI) and

switching (SI) impulses only, +ve dc plus -ve lightning (dc+LI)

and -ve dc plus +ve switching impulse (dc+SI) voltages.
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+ve dc plus -ve lightning impulses and -ve dc plus +ve switching impulse voltages is

shown in Fig. 4.2I in order to have a complete view of how pressboard behaves under

different stresses and different conditions. For dc voltage plus lightning and switching

impulse voltages unaged oil tests, only one dc level (dc "level 1") is used in the plot.

It is obvious that the application of pure lightning impulse voltages results in the highest

breakdown voltages; the lowest strengths are obtained under the application of dc voltage

superimposed with standard switching impulse voltages with the pressboard impregnated

in aged transformer oil. The strength-gap relationship is approximately linear under all the

stresses employed in the study.
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Chapter 5

Discussion and Explanation of Test Results

Electric breakdown at the interface of a solid-liquid system is quite different from volume

breakdown within a solid or liquid alone. Several researchers have indicated that in a

composite dielectric system the dielectric strength along or close to a parallel solid-liquid

interface is weaker than in the bulk of either of the two materials [8, 13, 30, 34]. A variety

of mechanisms may be postulated to explain the lowered strength f2,9, 12,13, 30, 311.

Despite this, it has been shown that breakdown does not necessarily take place along an

interface, nor is the breakdown voltage of a solid-liquid interface necessarily lower than

that of the solid or liquid alone [16] although it is widely assumed that in many situarions

the interface between the solid and liquid insulation is the point in a complex system at

which breakdown would occur. Other researchers have also observed that the breakdown

does not necessarily occur along the surface of the interface, and that the breakdown

voltage of the composite system is lowered. For example in [8] it is reported that the

reduction is 11.9 and29.ZVo under lightning and switching impulses respectively which is

much larger than that obtained under application of ac voltages. This trend may be

explained on the basis of the hypothesis proposed by Devins and Rzad [38] that the

presence of a pressboard interface causes the behavior of streamers to be quite different

from that observed in oil gaps alone. In the former case the velocities are larger and show a
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greaier voltage dependance thus enabling high velocity streamers to form at lower voltages.

This results in a lowering of the breakdown voltage. In [34], the reduction of the dc

breakdown voltage at the inærface is attributed to the changes in the electrohydrodynamics

(EFD) of the gap influenced by rhe presence of the spacer.

Actually, much of the modern work on interfacial bneakdown has been ir¡fluenced by the

results obtained by Wechsler and Riccitiello [30]. They found, under 60Hzvoltages, that

the breakdown generally occurred in the liquid at or near the solid-liquid interface. The

breakdown strength of the combination was as much as 50Vo lower than the breakdown

strength of the oil alone.

To explain their results, they proposed that the lowered breakdown strength was due to

field enhancement in the liquid caused by surface irregularities on the solid. An idealized

interfacial surface is shown in Fig.5.1. They calculated that theratio of the breakdown

strength of the composite system (breakdown at the interface) to breakdown strength of the

fluid alone is given by

YB
= 11* e, Iv \ ¡/

'B'
L
j
z. /ð,Jl/

where ei is the ratio of the relative permittivity of the liquid ro rhat of the solid along the

interface (as shown in Fig. 5.1), and d is the gap spacing.
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Paner ,1. oil

Figure 5.1: Idealized model of paper-oil interface.

Assuming that the electrical strength is related to the field intensity, a surface-charge-

induced field enhancement would tend to lower the strength of the interfacial system. The

possibility of charge accumulation on the interface is intellectually appealing because such a

process has been detected at gas-solid [39] and at vacuum-solid [40] interfaces. So, one

might expect such phenomena to carry over to the solid-liquid interfaces. If this process is

significant at an oil-paper interface, a model could be used to explain the breakdown

phenomenon in a number of insulating systems. Several researchers have investigated the

field along an interface using Kerr effect. Some of them employed liquids having relatively

large Kerr coefficients Í32, 33, 351while others used transformer oil as the liquid under

study [4i] because of transformer oil's practical value. The experimental results in [41]

indicated that, at room temperature, for the parallel-plate electrode system with and without
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a pressboard interface bridging the gap betrreen the electrodes, no space- or surface-charge

field enhancements are observed even with the interface present. At 125oC space-charge

field enhancements are observed in transformer oil, but the field enhancement does not

change upon the addition of an interface-the field near the interface was the same as the

field away from the interface to within líVo precision of the experiment. Although the

breakdown field strength of the interfacial system is substantially lower than one without an

interface, macroscopic field enhancements due to surface charging of the interface cannot

be invoked to explain the increased failure probability of the interface. These results

suggest that microscopic phenomena may play an important role in determining the strength

of an interface parallel to the freld in a pressboard-oil system.

An altemative explanation of interfacial breakdown under ac or dc applied voltages has

also been proposed t32-341. This model attributes the reduction of breakdown voltage at

the interface to electrohydrodynamic phenomena- The experimental results which motivated

this explanation were Kerr-effect measurements of the steady-state field distribution in the

vicinity of the interface, and liquid-solid interface, current measurements in the vicinity of

the interface, and fluid flow measurements. Measurements of the steady-state electric field

showed that the field nea¡ the interface differed by approximately I\Vo from the uniform

field value. Therefore the authors concluded that these steady-state distributions offer little

insight into the interfacial breakdown process. The measured interfacial crurent density was

significantly greater than the current density through the bulk of the fluid. Separate

measurements were performed which suggested that the increase in current was due to

electrohydrodynamic motion of the fluid. The fluid flow patte n was recorded using

conventional flow visualization techniques. These measurements suggested that the fluid

cavitation may contribute to a reduction of the breakdown voltage in the vicinity of the

interface.
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The work reported in t16l indicated, however, that it is a relatively simple matter to force

the breakdown to occur at the interface and at the same time reduce the breakdown voltage

by ensuring that the pressboard is not completely dried.

In this investigation, the surface electric strength of the pressboard-oil insulation is

experimentally determined under the application of dc voltage superimposed on standa¡d

lightning and switching impulse voltages. The test resulrs show that for both positive dc

plus negative lightning and negative dc plus positive switching impulse voltages, the

surface strength is lower than that under pure lightning and switching impulse voltages,

respectively. This is quite understandable since the dc breakdown voltage is much lower

than both lightning and switching breakdown voltages, as one can see from the test results

in [8, 22f . Also, the surface strength under dc plus lightning is higher than that under dc

plus switching impulses. This is also reasonable because the lightning surface strengrh is

much higher than the switching surface strength L8, 21, 221. As far as aged oil is
concerned, the surface strength is lower under various stresses as compared with that when

unaged oil is used. This phenomenon is caused by the deterioration of the transformer oil.

In addition, as one can see from Figs. 4.6 and 4.13, that for both positive dc plus

negative lightning and negative dc plus positive swirching impulse voltages, a20Vo change

in the dc level does not have much effect on the magnitude of the impulse voltages needed

to cause surface breakdown except for a gap length of 10 mm under positive dc plus

negative lightning impulse voltages. That results in the increase of total breakdown voltage

with increase in the dc component of the composite stress, as one can see from Figs. 4.7

and 4.14. This is really an interesting phenomenon because the impulse component needed

to cause surface breakdown as well as the total breakdown voltage may be expected to

decrease with increase in the dc component. However, the change of dc component seems

to have little effect on the impulse component needed to cause surface breakdown. This
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result may be attributed to electrohydrodynamic (EFID) phenomen a [34,35]. It suggesrs

that EHD motion plays a very dominant role in determining the breakdown of the test gap

configuration when the applied voltage is dc or dc plus impulse voltages. Generally

speaking, EHD or electroconvection motion occurs when space charge exists in poorly

conducting liquids subjected to sufficiently high fîelds for a voltage-related stability limit to

be exceeded. The necessary voltage for the onset of motion ranges from tens of volts to

hundreds depending on the physical details of the system. The onset of instability, as

pointed out by Cross [35], is not instantaneous when a high stress is apptied to the liquid,

delays of the order of milliseconds are typical, therefore electroconvection can play no role

in the impulse breakdown of liquids except perhaps with very long switching surges. That

means, for dc plus impulse voltages, that the influence of impulse component on EHD

motion is negligible. It is therefore assumed that under different dc voltages over onset but

not in a very wide range the characteristics of EHD motion do not change much if the test

gap length is not changed. So, with 207o increase in dc component of the composite stress,

the EHD motion does not change much which results in the little change in impulse

component needed to cause surface breakdown. That is why the breakdown voltage

increases with the increase of dc component of the composite stress, just as the test results

illustrate.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Work

In this investigation the surface electric strength of processed pressboard samples

immersed in both unaged and aged mineral oil at room temperature has been determined

experimentally for three gap lengths in the range of 5 to 10 mm under the application of dc

voltage superimposed on standard lightning and switching impulse voltages. This

composite test voltage was positive dc plus negative lightning impulses (i.e. +ve dc

plus -ve LI) or negative dc plus positive switching impulses (i.e. -ve dc plus +ve SI).

These were obtained by superimposing dc and impulse voltages on opposite ends of the

test gap. The pressboard was tested in a cylindrical configuration with ring shaped

electrodes fitted snugly around it. In the tests conducted with unaged oil two levels of the

dc component of the composite stress were considered for both +ve dc plus -ve lightning

and -ve dc plus +ve switching impulse voltages in order to determine the influence of dc

component on the total breakdown strength of the pressboard-oil insulation. For aged oil

tests, only one dc level was employed.

Based on the test results obtained from the experiments and previous discussions, the

foliowing conclusions can be drawn:

For +ve dc voltage plus -ve lightning unaged oil tests, the breakdown voltage-gap length

relationship is almost linear in all the cases and the breakdown srrengrh is higher when the
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dc component of the composite voltage is higher. As far as the influence of dc componenr

on the impulse component needed to cause surface breakdown is concerned, a change in

the dc level does not have much of an effect on the lightning impulse component needed to

cause surface breakdown except for a gap length of 10 mm. Also, the breakdown voltage

under the composite stress is lower than that under the application of lightning impulse

voløge only.

Similarly, for -ve dc plus +ve switching impulse voltage tests in unaged oil, the

breakdown voltage-gap length relationship is almost linear in all cases, and the breakdown

strength is higher when the dc component of the composite voltage is higher. As far as the

influence of dc component on the switching impulse component needed to cause

breakdown is concerned, a change in the dc level does not have much of an effect on the

switching impulse component needed to cause surface breakdown. Also, the breakdown

voltage under the composite stresses is lower than that under the application of switching

impulse voltage only.

The surface breakdown voltage is higher under the application of +ve dc plus -ve

lightning impulse than that obtained under the application of -ve dc plus +ve switching

impulse voltages.

For aged oil tests, the breakdown voltage is lower than that when unaged oil was

employed for both +ve dc plus -ve tightning and -ve dc plus +ve switching impulse

voltages, respectively. Also, the breakdown strength is iower under the application of -ve

dc plus +ve switching impulse voltages than that under +ve dc plus -ve lightning impulse

voltages.

Finally, as it may be seen from Fig. 4.21, that under the stresses of pure lightning, pure

switching, +ve dc plus -ve lightning and -ve dc plus +ve switching impulses in both

unaged and aged oil, the application of pure lightning impulse voltage resulrs in the highest
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breakdown voltage in unaged oil; the lowest surface strength is obtained under the

application of -ve dc voltage superimposed on +ve switching impulses with pressboard

impregnated in aged oil.

From the test results for both +ve dc plus -ve lightning and -ve dc plus +ve switching

impulse voltages, it is found that the total breakdown voltage increases with an increase in

the dc component of the composite stress, this is because the dc component has little effect

on the impulse component needed to cause surface breakdown. As mentioned in Chapter 5,

it is an interesting phenomenon since the total breakdown voltage is supposed to decrease

with increase of dc component because dc voltage is more powerful compared to lightning

or switching impulse voltages. However, the results do not support the assumption.

Therefore, it is suggested that further tests be carried out using more dc levels to check the

effect of dc component on the impulse component needed to cause surface breakdown.

In addition, in this study, an interface was always introduced during the investigation by

using a pressboard cylinder impregnated in transformer oil. Because practical evidence

suggests that the interface between different dielectrics may be a preferred site for electrical

failure, as reported by a number of resea¡chers [8, 9,21,22,30-34]. On the contrary, it

has been shown that breakdown does not necessarily take place along an interface, nor is

the breakdown voltage of a solid-liquid interface necessarily lower than that of the liquid or

solid alone [16]. Therefore, to further confirm the influence of the pressboard-oil interface

on the surface electric strength of the electrode system, some experiments are necessary

using oil gaps of similar geometry by exclusion of the presence of pressboard cylinder

from the test set up, as was done in [8] for lightning and switching impulse voltages.
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Appendix A

Breakdown Voltages Obtained in the Investigation

Figure 4.1: +ve dc Plus -ve Lightning Impulses (dc level 1)

Gap Lengrb.

(cm)
Total BrealdovL
Yoltage (kY)

Standaril
Deviation

+ ËIa¡-
Devi¿tion
(kY)

- ltlar-
Deviation
(kY)

o_5 96-8 16_47 çfr 8_3 4.7

o_75 125.1 22_74 % 10_5 7-6

1_O 153 -2 19 _o7 t5 5-l 5_2
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Figure 4.2: +ve dc PIus -ve Lightning Impulses (dc level 2)

Figure 4.9: -ve dc PIus +ve Switching Impulses (dc level 1)

Gap Length
(cm)

Total Breald.ov-n

Yoltage (kY)
Sta¡daril
Devialion

+ l{a¡-
Deviation
(rY)

- Ii[a¡-
Deviation
(rY)

o-5 107.8 5_89 ø 3.3 1.9

0.75 132 -2 t6-t9 % 7-2 5.7

1_O 155-2 t4-t5 % 6-1 4.2

Gap Length
(cm)

Total Breal'd.ovl.
Yoltage (kY)

Standaril
DeYiation

+ Ii[a¡.
Deriation
(kY)

- li[a¡-
Deviatüon
(rY)

o-5 77 _6 tt _26 15 5.5 4_9

0.75 104_O ta-29 % 8-3 6.0

1_O 128.6 to _27 % 3.9 5-2
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Figure 4.10: -ve dc PIus +ve Switching Impulses (dc level 2)

Figure 4.17: +ve dc Plus -ve Lightning Impulses (aged oil, dc level 3)

Gap Length
(cm)

Total Breatdorrn
Yoltage (kY)

StilM.aral
DeYiation

+ lla¡.
Deviation
(kY)

- trila¡-
Deviation
(kY)

o-5 84_8 12.16 % 3_O 61

0.7s tL2_1 1s.44 % 6-6 5_1

1.0 t37 -7 lo-49 tfr 5-5 3-6

Gap Lengtl
(cm)

Total Brealdo¡a.
Yoltage (kY)

Standaril
Deviation

+ llax-
Deviati,on
(kY)

- Ëfa:r-
Deyiation
(kY)

o-5 83-8 7 _15 1fr 4-7 3_1

0.75 113.0 9-66 % 6-2 5-4

1.0 139- I a-25 % 4_9 z_9
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Figure 4.18: -ve dc Plus +ve Switching Impulses (aged oil, dc level 3)

Gap Length
(cm)

Total Breetdo¡rn
Yoltage (tY)

Sta¡dû¡ü
Deviation

+ I{o¡.
Deviation
(kY)

- FIa¡.
Deviation
(kY)

o_5 64 _O 5.87 % 5_1 2_7

0.75 86_O 't -62 % 4.1 3-7

1.0 l09-4 tt _9-I % 5.5 6-2
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Appendix B

Data Obtained in the Investigation

Data of Figure 4.1: +ve dc PIus -ve Lightning Impulses (dc level 1)

Vacuum:2-5xl0-2 Torr, Temp.:22-24oc, Ratio of Divider:2588

1.0 cm GAP

DC ftÐ LT lmÐ BD VOLT (l0Vidiu) TIME (2usldiv) NOTE
60 76
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

70
78
70
80
t5
80
76
70
75
75

3.8
3.7
3.8
3.3
3.8
3.7
3.8
3.4
3.4
3.6
3.5
3.4

1.8
2.35
))
1.65
1.3
6.8
1.2
1.5
1.7
1.8
1.0
2.7

OIL
OIL
DAM
OIL
oIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
DAM
OTI,60 70

AVE. BD VOLTAGE: 93.2 kV

0.75 cm GAP

TOTAL: 153.2 kV

----DC lkv) LT (mV) BD VOLT ll0V/divl TTME f?.us/rlivì NôTE'
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45

o5
67
68
66
66
70
o5
63
60
65

3.1
2.8
3.25
3.05
3.2
3.5
3.3
2.9
2.8
3.25
2.9

2.0
2.8
2.0
5.5
2.8
1.45
2.6
1.2
1.8s
1.5
27

OIL
OIL
DAM
OIL
oIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
oIL
OTI,45 70

AVE. BD VOLTAGE: 80.1 kv TOTAL: 125.1 kV
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0.5 cm GAP

DC lkv) LT lmV) BD VOLT ll0V/div) TIME l2usldid NOTE

30 60
30 55
30 55
30 53
30 53
30 55
30 56
30 55
30 s2

11
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72

2.9
2.8
2.65
2.6
2.5
2.45
2.7
2.5
2.4
2.4

3.2
3.15
2.9
3.25
3.Ls
3.3
3.25
3.3
3.45

1.2
1.5
I.4
1.5
1.6
1.5

OIL
OIL
oIL
OIL
OIL
oIL

t.2 OIL
1.6
2.0
1.5

oIL
OIL
OIL

30 5s 2.5 1.4 OrL

AVE. BD VOLTAGE: 66.8 kV TOTAL: 96.8 kV

Data of Figure 4.22 +ve dc Plus -ve Lightning Impulses (dc level 2)

Vacuum: 2-5x10'2 Torr, Temp.: 22-24oC, Ratio of Divider: 2588

1.0 cm GAP

DC (kV) LT lmÐ BD VOLT(l0V/div) TIME (2ps/div) NOTE
63
6L
60
63
6 1.5
6 3.5
66
64
69

2.95
1.85
2.0s
2.I
1.8
2.4
1.35
'r7
2.t5

OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL

72 65 3.2 4.7 orL

AVE. BD VOLTAGE: 83.2 kV TOTAL: 155.2 kV
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DC lkv) LT lmVl

0.75 cm GAP

BD VOLT(I0V/div) TIME l2usldiv) NOTE
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
s4 61 3.0

1.45 OrL
1.4 5 OIL
1.65 OrL
2.5 OIL
4.7 OIL
1. s orl-
1.7 OIL
2.t5 OIL
L.4 OIL
1.6 OIL

58
60
59
63
64
6T
66
62
60

3.0
2.8
2.9
3.0
3.3
3.1
3.2
3.1
2.8

AVE. BD VOLTAGE:

DC IKV)

78.2 kV

0.5 cm GAP

TOTAL: 132.2 kV

LT lmV) RD VOLTIIOV/rliv) TIME l2usldiv) NôTE
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36

60
55
57
59.5
60
58

58
58

2.8
2.8
2.75

2.9
2.8
2.8
2.75
2.75
)1
2_7

3.75
0.8
2.5
3.2
2.6
2.05
6.5
0.9
1.0
2.6

oIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
oIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OTI,

AVE. BD VOLTAGE: 71.8 kV TOTAL: 107.8 kV
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Data of Figure 4.9: -ve dc Plus +ve Switching Impulses (dc level 1)

Vacuum: 2-Sxl0-2 Torr, Temp.: 22-24oC, Ratio of Divider: 2588

1.0 cm GAP

v

60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

75
IJ
80
t5
75
75
/5
83
80
'/ 

-'ì

2.6
2.45
2.8
2.6
2.8
2.65
2.65
2.7
2.65
2.6

1.3
0.85
2.5 5
r.7
2.5
1.7 5
1.7
L.4
1.0
1-6-5

OIL
OIL
DAM
OIL
OIL
DAM
OIL
OIL
OIL
OTI,

AVE. BD VOLTAGE: 68.6 kV

0.75 cm GAP

TOTAL: 128.6 kV

DC lkv) LT lmV) BD VOLT ll0V/rlivì TTME l0 2ms/rlir,) NOTE
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45

63
65
60
68
80
65
Õ5
65
ó5
h-\

2.6
JJ
2.L
2.4
¿.5 5,, .,

2.05
11
1)
2.3

3.6
L.0
1.2
1.5
1.0
1.8
1.0
0.8
0.9
1.4

OIL
DAM
oIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
oIL
OIL
OTI,

AVE. BD VOLTAGE: 59.0 kv TOTAL: 104.0 kV
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0.5 cm GAP

50
53
55
55
5t
60
5t
54
55

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

1.65
1.8
1.8
1.95
1.9
2.05
1.8
1.75
1.8

r.4
1.7
1.1
2.65
0.75
1.6
1.05
1.5
1.5

IL
DAM
DAM
DAM
oIL
OIL
DAM
oIL
OIL

AVE. BD VOLTAGE: 47.6 kV TOATL: 77.6 kV

Data of Figure 4.10: -ve dc PIus +ve switching rmpulses (dc level 2)

Vacuum: 2-Sxl0'2 Torr, Temp.: 22-24oC, Ratio of Divider: 25gg

1.0 cm GAP

v
72
72
72
72
n,,
72
72
72
72

85
85
85
85
80
75
t5
80
80

2.6
2.5 5
2.7 5
2.4
2.5
t<
2.6
2.4
2.6

0.8
0.95
0.6
1.0s
t.2
0.8
1.2
I.2
0.9s

DAM
OIL
oIL
OIL
OIL
oIL
oIL
OIL
OIL

AVE. BD VOLTAGE: 65.7 kV TOTAL: 137.7 kV
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0.75 cm GAP

DC lkVl LT lmV) BD VOLT ll0V/div) TIME l0.2ms/div) NOTE
54 8 0 2.r5 1.3 OIL
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
54

80
o5
80
85
80
70
75
80
75
75

1.5
1.5
0.7
L.2
0.5
r.4
1.4
3.8
1.5
1,.5

OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
oIL

2.3
2.05
2.3
t<
2.4
2.I
2.L5
J<
JJ
2.I

54 80 2.2 t.4 QrL

AVE. BD VOLTAGE: 58.1 kV TOTAL: 112.1 kV

0.5 cm GAP

DC lkvì LT lmV) BD VOLT ll0V/divl TIME l0.2ms/div) NOTE
36
36
36
36
36
36
36

55
55
50
60
65
65
60
65
ó5

36
36

1.85
1.65
1.9
1.9
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.75

0.6
1.0
0.5
2.3
2.8
1..2
1.9
1.2
t.4

oIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
DAM
DAM
OIL
OIL
OIL36 -58 1.8 1.5

AVE. BD VOLTAGE: 48.8 kV TOATL: 84.8 kV
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Data of Figure 4.172 +ve dc PIus -ve Lightning Impulses (dc level 3)

(aged mineral oil)

Vacuum: 2-5xL0-2 Torr, Temp.: 22-24oC, Ratio of DÍvider: 2588

1.0 cm GAP

DC ftV) LT (mV) BD VOLT (l5V/div) TIME fSps/div) NOTE
45 85
45 85
45 90
45 90
45 78
45 85
45 85

2.55
2.45
2.5
2.55
2.4
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.4
2.35

1.2
1.3
1.4
I.2
1.2
1.3
I.25
1.1
1.0
1.2

oIL
DAI\,I
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
DAM
OIL
OIL
OTI,

45
45

80
/5

45 80

AVE. BD VOLTAGE: 94.1 kV

0.75 cm GAP

TOTAL: 13q.1 kV

DC tkv) LT lmV) BD VOLT ll-SV/dir') TTME fSus/rlivì NôTF
33.8
33.8
33.8
33.8
33.8
33.8
33.8
33.8
33.8

3 3.8

2.1
)1
2.05
2.1
L,9
1.95
2.L5
2.0
2.0
I.9-s

1.2
1.0
1.1
1.05
1.1
1.15
1.05
1.0
1.2
1.2

OIL
DAM
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OTI,

63
70
65
65
60
60
65
65
60
58

AVE. BD VOLTAGE: 79.2 kV. TOTAL: 113.0 kV
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0.5 cm GAP

DC lkv) LT (mV) BD VOLT ll5V/div) TIME fSus/div) NOTE
22.5
22.5
22.5
))<
22.5
22.5
'rJ <
)J<
22.5

55

50
48
48
s0
45
45
47

1.7
1.65
1.65
1.6
1.5s
1.6
r.55
1.5
1.5

0.8
1.1
1.0
L.2
0.8
0.8s
1.1
1.05
I.2

DAM
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
oIL
OTI,22.S 45 t.-5 l-0

AVE. BÐ VOLTAGE: 61.3 kV. TOTAL: 83.8 kV

Data of Figure 4.18: -ve dc Plus +ve Switching Impulses (dc level 3)

(aged mineral oil)

Vacuum: 2-5xL0'2 Torr, Temp.: 22-24oC, Ratio of Divider: 2588

1.0 cm GAP

DC ftV) LT (mV) BD VOLT ll5V/div) TIME l0.2msidiv) NOTE
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45

100
100
95
90
100
100
105
9s
95
95

1.8
1.8
1.6
L.7
L.7
1.5
1.8
1.6 5
1.5
1.55

3.5
0.5
JJ
0.3
1.5),,
1.2
1.8
2.0
2.0

OIL
OIL
OIL
DAM
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OTI,

AVE. BD VOLTAGE: 64.4 kY TOTAL: 109.4 kV
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0.75 cm GAP

33.8
33.8
33.8
33.8
33.8
33.8
33.8
33.8
33.8

80
78
85
70
75
75
/5
85
80

r.4
1.3
1.45
L.25
1.3
1.3
I.25
1.4 5
1.3 5

L.4
1.5
1.2
2.0
2.5
1.6
1.6
0.8
1.0

IL
OIL
OIL
oIL
oIL
oIL
OIL
DAM
oIL

11 R ro l-4 1-0 oIL

AVE. BD VOI,TAGE: 52.2 kV

0.5 cm GAP

TOTAL: 86.0 kV

Dc lkvl LT lmV) BD VOLT (l5V/div) TIME l0,2msldid--NoTE
'r) <
))<
'r1 <

22.5
'rt <

22.5
22.5
J'' <

22.5

60
60
60
60
58
60
60
59
60

1.0 5
1.1
1.05
1.0
1.0 5
1.1
I.2
1.0
1.1

1.5
L.2
1.5
1.3
1.2
1.0
1.0
I.25
1.2

OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
DAM
DAM
OIL
oIL
OIL).),\ 60 1.0-5 1.25

AVE. BD VOLTAGE: 41.5 kV. TOTAL: 64.0 kV


